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ADDITIONAL FINANCIAL RESOT,.7RCk:',S FOR EDUCATIONi

Ben C. Hubbard
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Having spent the past twenty years fighting for additional resources for

education, I approach this topic with real misgivings. -I. can easily introduce

be any more resources. Knowing this fact and kriovting further that the num-

ber of legiSlators and otter persons is growing who believethat we have already

reached our zenith has caused me to deal with some negative aspects of this

problem from a Do litical .standpoint.

With declining -enrollment it is easy to see why ,some ask, "Why cant you

operate on less funds ?'' It is normal to cut cost when the factors of produc on

are cut or the number of finished products reduces. As you all know, there are

many answers to this problem. De4liriing,enrollment is but one blade of the

giant scissors; another blade is inflation.

Declining-erfroIlment may force us to look seriously at-ways that the factors

necessary for operating a school are put -together. The old problem of how best

to organize schools Will 'nave to be examined. We will have to look at some of '

our sacred doors, like "only a local school carVcontrol educational programs.

Some states have looked at "intermediate level 'administrative structures, some

like our have just let them grow without control or direction. Both restructuring_

the local units And the intermedicate service, or state agencies, as operational

There are some new problems. Attie universities and in our society,

we have put a premitah on teaching haw -to groW. There have been few if -any

units will-have to be faced.

N,

rewards for reducing -..he scope of oPerations either in schools or business.
.
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We must learn how to riianage a shrinking'bureaucracY.There are some fas-

cinating problems. 1..et--me share one or two to .illustrate. I .know where two

districts operate side bcv side. One of these is still growing whit the other is
P

shrinking:. -A-few yearS'ago, the di trict having the declining enrollment was

the largest. It built a staff baed on growth. The other had a streamlined staff

that might have,fgrown but when its population began to expand, money was tight.

The declining 'district has, within its philosophy, tried to reduce; but it still has

more staff and other expense than the recently larger district. The average teach-
a

4 ers' salaries'in the two districth are also interesting and different fro ..ost

districts like th6se.' The growing district has a $760 higher beginning salary

and their top salary is only $700, lower than the tsfric -t.,with declining enrollment.

The average salary, and thus the tots,' salary bill per teacher, is higher in the

increasing enrollment district -- primarily because of a salary schedule fie3 to

the cost of living; but it is higher. The extra costs of the declining enrollra

district are costs that it takes resources to deal with, but there ate other f4ctors

;

that have pat the/declining enrollmentdistrict in a more severe bind. They

have found that cutting after long-term commitments is difficult. Class size,'

which really controls teacher expe iture, has declined a!--fitylation has declined.

viReduced enrollment has left. a reside of cost that cannot be eliminated quickly-:.

There are costs to declining e lrollment that cannot be adjasted quickly;
t

'Let me just suggest some' of them.

A. .Higher maintenance cost that cont' ues to grow as the percentage of

total spaf 7ror.vsn no new taildincrc or almost no nevi \f

A

ti

, 1'
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B. "Average cost of teachers conti es to rise,Without any increased service

rk because of:
.

3

(1) Incremental _salary schedu-

(2) No entries ow' end of shale

(3) 'In Cr es in percent of.teaCtiers having advanced.

(4) gotiated positions such as class size that reduce flexibility.

C. Administrative services cost mire per pupil because there arefeWer

pulpits and no or little less service, so long as the same number Of Schools-

operate.

D. The cost of administering and servicing a declini

ometimeS requires more administrative tithe.

(1) Citizen. involvement

(2) Staff planning

(3) Legal battles .

(4) Assignment or transfer probl

This is I think enough to point*out at leastsbme'reasons that d

numbers do not a Matically rf,ducezobst:
° 2s

for a Minute or. two, let's look at another blade of th- sors--

Um. As the problem of, inflation has hit us hardest, we een-living

with iP8t"real problems of declini g enrollment on a e basis. The

,most'experiSiv terns that compens to for inflation s re than the less

'expensive operation. s ,means f kl' that imp talization puffin

the bottom expenditure distri es ,riothing to elp the hit ,
expenditure

1, / .

districts.. This me that e programs = knot designed to help the
.. L

N.
yip



tdistricts hit hardest by inflation. As the first blade, declining enrollmeqthits
..0

1a district, the inflation factor increases the disproportionate cost. Our problems

are compounded so that except in rare cases, the district with declining enroll-

ment arid good management still suffers from increased cost. The fact is that

we still have many growing districts. These tend to reduce the overall reduction

of pupils and make it appear that the problem is less severe than it is. Our

so-called friends who say that education will cost Jess as population, declines

are just not informed or they are willing to let the quality' of education decrease.

Theie are -reasons for. us to consider the possibility of a declining share

of public dollars, not because the need is not there but because of other political

'facts:

1. Politicians count heads. Consider.this. When the 1970 census was

calculated, we had 203,000,000 persons in the United States, 'sof which 52,490,000

were ages 5-'17. In 1975 w e had 213,000,000' persons (an increase of 4.970),.

but there were only 49,703,000 who were ages 5-17 (a decrease of 5.3% in, the

school-age population). As the population has increased, ,the aerial number'of

school-age population has declined by 2,787,000. As a percent of the total in

TO we had 25.8%, of the population that was school age, while in 1975-76 the

percent had declined to 23.3%. This has real political significance for those

who count heads because a smaller percent of the population is affected. It

?zaillt-beiredkt4 sell increas ?d funding for a declining number that is also de-

clining as a per4entage of the whole.
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2; A second pertinent factor is that the forces who benefit from increased

funding are themselves becoming less unitedteachers, administrators, boards

and parents. e is less than a united front. Legislators at the national and

state levels know how to exploit this despite the yeoman work done by the "Big 6. "

In many of our states, the "Big 6" representatives never communicate with one

another except about federal operations or.funding.

3. Educa.tio needs and educational criticisms seem to be cyclical.

We may just be at a h gh level,of criticism when our numbers are not dramatic

enough to offset the halm that criticism brings to us. These need to be reversed'

if we are to be successful in getting any significant increase in resources for

education.
. ,

Given this apparently negative series of positions, what;about, "Additional

Financial Resources for Education?" There will have to b76 more resources to

just stay where we ire in providing services. There .is' a third blade of the

scissors that affects the schools and complicates the other two. ThiS third

blade is the new demands being made of schools. In many states, mandated

programs ranging from new bus regulationS' to 'entire curriculums have been

established. We are also expected to-pick up the pieces from every social reform
I

that fails, from bad h,q,sin laws tithe failure of the criminal system. These
,;"

programs have Increased cost enormously and will continue to do so. In simple .

language, every publ,iCstatement, critical or otherwise,, puts pressure on the ,
,

schools to 'do more for the students and---yesthe



Where will this new money come from? It will come from the same source

it has always come from -- taxes. We are big boys and girls now. We must learn

to fight for our just share of revenue with highway lobbies, welfare advocates and--t
yes--higher education representatives. Selfishly; rlao-p-e- the -higher education people

keep winning some, since I too want to continue to eat.

My judgment is that the only good source for significant increases in educd-

tional fundina.s to be the only place we have not significantly tapped - -t.

Federal Income tax. As we all know, we face a real fight he

have gotten peanuts, and as I Watch the defense lob

this can ever be changed. But, not only

big if we are to have the additional

should be. the promises of

have their day after the

So.far we

I sometimes wonder if

t we win-in this rena, we must win

esources to make public educa,

e Vietnam years, t

ari must'

what it
'al programs wo

but to date it could be saidt we

fared better during the war years than we have since. My utterances in t

area could, if properly interpreted,be considered political, so I will omit seve a

gut-level feelings.
y0_

A

. . In the states and at the local level we must also win many battles and sOme

wars, We must quit furnishing our foes, those other agencies that want frioney,

the ammunition-to-destroy us. Somehow-we must tell the good we are doing and

prove what we could 4o with adequate resources. We must tell the story, of pub-
,

education, what it has done, and
.

it must dO if we are to, preserve the

battles fought and won for freedo a 1776.

One example that can help. Mo e Dublic education paid for by the property

tax than any other single tax. 7vVheti people say that the property tax is bad, it

7;



is unpopular, etc., we had best decide where we can replace these funds before''

we join the chorus. We in Illinois still get 2 1/2 billion dollarsrbr close to it

for public eduction from this source. This is. a gold mine that we have to v .

The additional resources that we need' may not come,from this source, b t we

must recognize its value and in many areas is the place from which additional

revenue will come.

The resources for education are and, I suspect despite what I believe

should be the case, will be' for a lag time theresponsibility of the state; When--
, 7

you h ple talking about states increasing their funding of public educa.tion,
f

someone has bee work. It is from the state political arena that the' resources

necessary are likely to come in the short run. We must prepare our fo es to

plan dvance. When a tax is.increased; it is too e to start planning to get
1

our share. Lek. t-er_ship must help plan and Sup rt the additional taxes with pins
.../

to share in its increased reSources.

Let me, in outline form ggest so of, our experiences in Illinois as

whata prototype of what' is es ntial, or wliat I believe is essential, if education is

to secure additional resources. What I think I knew was happening and what I

know in. retrospect did happen is interesting.

In the mid le 601s Governor-Keeler; the School Prob ms CommissiOn

e Superintendent of Piiblic Instruction spon ored a, C ti ieri
-----

and the Office of t

ask Force. There was no particular 'emergency, but: the schools had not had

a per-pupil increase in support between 1957 and 1964. There wads a tightening

and considerable anguish, pl some pressure, for general.support. .of the scr

hi- and other happenings, but generally just need,' started a slow increase in
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the foundation level. The School PrObtems Co mission and the Superintendent

of Public Instruction, with prodding from mo groups in education, began to"-

recommend increased aid for education front the state level. During this same

time the state increased the taxes that local districts could levy without a referen-/
dum We moved slowly toward higher, funding. During thyfi time. there was much

concern and distrust .of the foundation formula.. , I could and will speculate that

most of the distrust was not wit&-the formula but with the funds it was furnishing.

But the formula, rather than those who chose to support it at too low a level, was

blamed.

By 1969 discontent With our forfnula had risen to the point that other formulas

were being studied by decision-makers, including legislators and people high in

the elecutive department. As an example of the kind of thing being done, I spent

four hOurs- with overheads, eta., showing ten legiSlatOrs arid Others- the effect of

different formulas on specific school distridts and none of them left. We,finally

just quit, but the interest was high and the understanding thorough. At the request

of the School Problems Commission, in the 1967-69 biennium, Dr. G. Alan Hickrod

and I prepared for the 10th SOhool Problems Commission a simple explanation of

"Alternatives in Educational Expendi e, Policy for the State of Illinois. " The

report was, and still is, widel ead. Some copies are still being circulated.

At the same time t we in Illinois had worked up this great amont of

interest, the state was going broke. We had no income tax and all divisions

9
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d departments -of-state 4overnmeht were struggling to survive. In 1969 the

come tax was pa and the ald 'foundation formula was increased to $520.

of the classic quotes ,of rriy career grAw out of this. After three years of

discussing changing the formula and with almost everyone agreeing-that it did

not really meet the, rieeels of the schools, a minority of the School Problems

Commission proposed an alternative formula. In the debate they were td1d,

"Everyone knows that when you significantly increase the dollars you are spending,

you should keep it simple so we legislators can'explain it back home. " At thee

next session of the General Assembly a proposal 'to change the formula was made

and the same person said, "Don't you kriow that major changes can never'be made

unless yod have a large -amodnt of new money. "

It would have seemed hopeless, but several things intervened. As I have

suggeted, we had real'ferment that had been boiling for five or'six years.

F'onoiving the enactment of the income tax and a significant jiimp in state spend-

ing for schools, the new governor and the new superintendent, of public instruction -

appointed task forces to solve out. problems. Both produced rrassive reports

with a careful eye -on that other important 'ingredient in reform -- outside pressure,

in this case the Sel-rano case and related judicial cases including several of our

own. By 1973 everyone was convinced that a major 'change was needed and in

the end a majority of the General Assembly and the Governor agreed. But the '

ge could not have occurred without the prior income, tax increase): the_1973

treasu

ng of revenue sharing and a booming economy that was swelling the state
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I can suggest t without m

decision-makers -in dvance,

10

ork- on the part of some of us to prepare

no amount of pressure from Serranoltyp

action could have ilade the General Asembly take-this-action un

directly against Illinois. Long continuous education will not

but its failure to exist will; I

The other speakers will shate, specifics with yo

- uarantee failure,

,g

judicial

s it wdb

rantee success,

but rememberwhen

a new tax is enacted, it is usuallY already corn ed. Planning, ,,being a part

of the political process, and bringing clout t ear must be coordinated or -the

resources will not be turned over to sch 1 . To use some of the phrases I'-.

Education and politics don't mix, or

tic- alliances, " all give comfort to our competition

learned .early in my career, such as

Educators have to avoid po

for resources. Annual_ 1

Let's get smart - -at le

ve packages in isolatiOn fail before they start

as smart as the politicians at whom our peers s'ome-

times look dOwn t it noses. We m have along-,term .lan and have people

'willing to keep thinking of the udents, not just their ndividual dtstrict or job',

or organization.

r.
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